
This session examines the depictions of cities under siege in the period 1450-1700. Siege warfare was omnipresent 
in early modern Europe. Nearly all important cities were fortified, and many of them were besieged at least once. 
Accordingly, images of cities at war compose a large part of the visual culture of the time. Countless siege views were 
produced in all kinds of media (drawings, prints, paintings, tapestries, etc.), displaying a rich variety of forms (frontal 
views, aerial perspectives, ichnographic plans, etc.), formats (book illustrations, broadsheets, mural maps, etc.), and 
functions (reconnaissance, news reporting, commemoration, etc.). Some siege images were genuine masterpieces of 
graphic art and urban cartography.
Notably, siege views pose problems of topographical as well as narrative accuracy: their development is connected to that 
of cityscapes and mapmaking as well as to that of news prints and graphic journalism. Traditionally, depictions of sieges 
were memorial works: posterior fabrications devoid of any documentary verisimilitude. But after 1500, they frequently 
purported to be “true portraits”: accurate, eyewitness records of the actual events. At the same time, representations of 
cities became more accurate due to improvements in perspective drawing and surveying techniques. Siege warfare was 
certainly an important motor for innovations in urban cartography. For many cities, the earliest accurate representations 
to have survived are siege scenes. Yet even when made from first-hand observation on site, and despite their claims to 
veracity, depictions of sieges always mixed historical fact with artistic fiction. Thus the abundant imagery of cities under 
siege offers an enormous potential for urban and architectural historians, but there are many pitfalls awaiting those who 
want to use such images not merely as illustrations, but as sources in their own right.
The papers in this session will explore the variety of uses for the testimony of siege views. Images of sieges and cities 
from the whole of Europe (including the borderlands of the Ottoman Empire in eastern Europe and northern Africa) 
and in many different media will be considered. Various issues will be addressed, including the problem of historical 
accuracy; the use of different representational modes, iconographic conventions and genre clichés; the dissemination 
of siege prints and of innovations in city planning; the commissioning of siege pictures as a form of self-representation; 
and ensembles of siege scenes and their display in princely palaces or public buildings.
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Triumphs, Treatises, or True Records? Siege Views from the War of Siena, 1553-55
Simon Pepper — University of Liverpool, U.K.
How much reliance can be placed on contemporary siege pictures? Can they be used to study fortifications, the 
deployment of artillery or the events of a siege? When is “accuracy” compromised by compositional requirements or 
a political agenda? This paper attempts to answer such questions by comparing the visual records of two sieges from 
the War of Siena (1553-55). The fortifications successfully defended at Montalcino (1553) were celebrated on the cover of 
a Sienese tax register by their designer, and by another Sienese military architect just after the withdrawal of Imperial 
troops (possibly as the basis for a celebratory fresco). Montalcino also features in drawings and treatise illustrations by 
military engineers who had served with the Imperialists at the same siege, allowing a rare degree of cross comparison. 
The Montalcino images – all composed shortly after the events – are compared with the triumphalist fresco of the 
Imperial capture of Portercole (1555), executed a decade later by Giorgio Vasari in his scheme for the decoration of the 
Florentine Palazzo Vecchio. The paper evaluates their value as sources, identifies interpretive hazards, and compares 
them with other mid-sixteenth-century artistic programmes, such as the Cowdray paintings of Henry VIII’s 1544 
Boulogne campaign, or Matteo Perez d’Aleccio’s fresco cycle of the 1565 siege of Malta.

The Genius Militant and Siege Views in the Kingdom of Naples
Massimo Visone — University of Naples ‘Federico II’, Italy
From the 15th to the 17th century, siege views had a great fortune and were reproduced in heterogeneous media, such as 
bronze and marble reliefs, tapestries, silver models, ivory and bone engravings, wood inlays and reliefs, works in hard 
stone, ‘scagliola’ or wax, and more. Reliefs were common in commemorative monuments of leaders who participated in 
the main events of the wars in Europe. The phenomenon documents the spread of iconographic prototypes and models, 
reaching a disclosure not only among educated and scientific circles of collectors, but also among men-at-arms.
The main applications were in France and Spain during the 16th century; this development is evident not only in the 
great regal pantheons (Abbey of Saint Denis and Escorial), but also in the tombs of aristocratic Habsburg families. 
Profane themes rarely appear in these works as allegories or decorations, but in the iconography the profane reasons 
outweigh the sacred ones and the tendency to glorify the individual stand out with great magnificence. In this sense, 
the best known examples in Italy are the Monument to Don Juan de Austria in Messina (1572-73) and the Monument to 
Alessandro Farnese in Piacenza (1620-25); but the phenomenon finds in Venice and Naples a tradition rich in episodes.
Here I will show some episodes concerning the Kingdom of Naples, in which cities under siege and scenes of famous 
battles are represented: the Castelnuovo’s portal (Teano, Calvi, Accadia and Troia; work of Guglielmo Monaco and 
Pietro di Martino, 1465); the tombs of viceroy Ramon de Cardona and Pedro de Toledo (Ravenna, Baia and Otranto; 
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■
of Giovanni da Nola, 1522-1570 ca.); the tomb of Vincenzo Carafa (Malta; Lepanto; Tunisi; Lisbona; Anversa; Fontaine 
Française; of Geronimo D’Auria, 1603-11); the tomb of Carlo Spinelli (Breda and Praga; of Giovan Marco Vitale, 1634). 
All these works bear witness to the circulation and the fortune of views and maps of sites that were involved in famous 
enterprises in early modern Europe.

Accuracy and convention in four tapestries representing the taking of two Moroccan cities by 
Afonso V of Portugal (c.1475)
Inês Meira Araújo, José Varandas, Luís Urbano Afonso — University of Lisbon, Portugal
The four tapestries known as the “Pastrana Tapestries” illustrate the conquest of Asilah and Tangier in 1471 by the King 
of Portugal Afonso V. Three of these tapestries deal with the siege and assault on Asilah and the fourth represents the 
taking of Tangier by an amphibian force. Each of these tapestries his almost 11 meters long and 5 meters high and is 
crowded with hundreds of forms and colored patterns, mostly due to the superimposition of plans and the artistic 
conventions of the time. Taken in isolation or when seen as an assembly, these tapestries produce a huge visual effect 
on the viewer and do not facilitate any obvious optical path through them. Therefore, on the one hand they are large 
enough to represent with great detail these two Moroccan cities of the Atlantic coast and the invading Portuguese army. 
On the other, they are produced in such a way that the viewer gets a sense of visual disorientation and feels lost when 
getting into the image. 
Some historians have considered that the overall composition and the accuracy in the representation of the Portuguese 
army could not have been achieved without the presence of an artist accompanying the assaults, who must have also 
conceived the cartoons sent to Flanders where the tapestries were made around 1475 at Pasquier Grenier’s workshop in 
Tournai, Flanders. However, these tapestries cannot be considered as a late medieval version of war photojournalism 
and their accuracy as veridical images of the events has long been disputed. Indeed, these large scale images of triumph 
combine the accuracy of the events represented, their narrative sequence, the painstaking representation of the 
heraldry and military equipments used by the Portuguese with an unbalanced conventionalism in what concerns the 
representation of the Moroccan cities and its inhabitants. Not surprisingly, the most stereotyped representations in the 
tapestries take regular Flemish cities and its inhabitants as their main model. In this paper we address this asymmetry 
and we attempt to interpret it within the visual culture of the time.

The siege of Ypres (1383) engraved by Guillaume du Tielt: a 17th-century view on 14th-century 
urban space
Bram Vannieuwenhuyze — Leuven University, Belgium
In 1610 the Flemish engraver Guillaume du Tielt (ca. 1585-1633) made his most important work: a bird-eye view on 
the Flemish town of Ypres besieged by the urban militias of Ghent with the assistance of English troops. According to 
its inhabitants, the entire demolition of the town was prevented thanks to their prayers to the city’s patron, ‘Our Lady 
from the Garden’. At the beginning of the 17th century, the siege view clearly served a commemorative purpose in order 
to restore/reinforce the cult of the city’s patron. For (building) historians the engraving is very interesting since it is 
the only image of the four medieval suburbs with their parish churches and the so-called second town wall. All were 
devastated in 1383 and never rebuilt.
In this paper, I will study this siege view profoundly by using a new digital method for map analysis, the ‘Digital 
Thematic Deconstruction’. It starts from the assumption that historic maps and town views are very complex and multi-
layered compilations of topographic elements, which have to be analysed separately. The method not only allows to 
isolate every single topographic feature, but also to gain insight in the complex composition and accuracy of the map/
view as a whole. At a final stage the results of the ‘Digital Thematic Deconstruction’ must be compared to other data, 
such as other maps, texts, images and archaeological data. For this case, I will compare the data gleaned from the view 
to other cartographic material (especially the urban panorama made by Thévelin-Destrée in 1563) and archaeological 
findings. This will allow assessing the reliability of the siege view as a whole and of the representation of the lost 
outskirts and their buildings.

Siege and battle scenes in historical images of Romanian towns
Anda-Lucia Spânu — Institute for Social Sciences and Humanities Sibiu, Romania
During the past four centuries, images of Romanian towns have been made on a wide range of supports, such as walls 
(of houses or chapels), coins and medals, shrines and other religious objects, scenic backgrounds, documents and other 
guild objects, playing cards and even on tableware. They were marked by the spirit of the time they belonged to, by the 
artistic styles and by the purposes they served. Many of the town-views can be found on canvas paintings and on other 
works of art, but the vast majority of them were printed images.
Located, both politically and geographically, at the intersection of the two great powers, Romanian principalities 
represented, for several centuries, the field where from a political point of view the west and the east encountered 
themselves. In the late 16th and in the 17th century, developments in the Ottoman Empire, which manifested its 
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expansion in these areas, provided opportunities for representations of some Romanian towns as backgrounds for 
siege or battle scenes. But the interest in this area was greater during the wars fought here by the Austrians, Russians 
and Turks in the 18th century. This period saw a peak in siege and battle scenes, representations with town views in the 
background, with detailed legends and very scrupulous records of participants, especially the winners. These images 
were meant to help printers illustrate the histories, which approached the events of the time.
This paper will examine historical images of siege and war scenes, having Romanian town views as backgrounds, 
showing the research stage of this historical domain in Romanian historiography.

■


